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Abstract 1. Introduction 
In an earlier study [Smith, Davies, Dodson & Moore 
(1995). Biochemistry, 34, 415-425] the crystal struc- 
ture of the d(TGATCA)-nogalamycin complex was 
determined to 1.8A~ and refined with PROLSQ to 
R= 19.5% against 4767 reflections with F >  lo-(F). A 
low-temperature crystallographic study on this complex 
has now been performed. Native data collection at liquid- 
nitrogen temperature (120 K) improved the resolution 
to 1.4A. The structure has now been refined against 
these new diffraction data in the resolution range 
8-1.4A using NUCLSQ, PROLSQ, SHELXL93 and 
X-PLOR, in order to determine to what extent the 
resulting DNA conformation and associated solvent 
structure would differ and to examine the suitability of 
these programs for the refinement of oligonucleotide 
structures. With the advent of more DNA-protein 
structure determinations, it is of interest to see how 
well the protein-refinement packages, PROLSQ and 
X-PLOR, and the small-molecule program, SHELXL93, 
are able to accommodate DNA. Comparisons are made 
between the dictionaries, weights and restraints used and 
the final models obtained from each program. Although 
the final R values, using all data in the resolution 
range 8.0-1.4A, from PROLSQ (22.8%), SHELXL93 
(R1 =21.7% after isotropic refinement) and X-PLOR 
(24.4%) are higher than the R value from the NUCLSQ 
refinement (21.2%), the root-mean-square deviations 
between the four final models are very small. Using this 
high-quality 8.0-1.4A data set neither the dictionary 
nor the refinement program leave an imprint on the final 
fully refined complex. Likewise, the helical parameters 
and backbone conformation including sugar-puckering 
modes are not influenced by the refinement procedure 
used. Although a different number of water molecules 
is found in each refinement, varying from 62 (X-PLOR) 
to 86 (NUCLSQ), the first hydration sphere is well 
conserved in all four models. 
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Refinement of the crystal structures of biological macro- 
molecules cannot be performed using the measured 
data alone when, owing to limited resolution of the 
data observed, the data:parameter ratio is insufficient. 
Therefore, the experimental data must be supplemented 
with restraints and/or constraints; including stereochem- 
ical, thermal and, where necessary, restraining non- 
crystallographic symmetry. Various refinement packages 
have important differences in terms of minimization 
algorithms used, schemes to restrain geometry, methods 
of weighting geometric to data terms, ways of scaling 
calculated and observed structure factors, modelling bulk 
solvent etc., hence the results obtained may differ. 

This may be a problem when analysing the fine 
structural details of macromolecules and is pertinent 
to X-ray studies on nucleic acids. For any sequence 
of bases along DNA, the global conformation of the 
double stranded form of the polymer is usually prede- 
fined in one of the helical families. Sequence-dependent 
structural variations provide the required specificity for 
DNA recognition by proteins and drugs. For example, 
it is of interest to look at the fine details of how 
different anthracycline antibiotics, like nogalamycin, ex- 
hibit sequence-preferential DNA binding. The aim of 
these studies is, by investigating the nature of non- 
covalent interactions, to interpret the importance of the 
different substituents on anthracyclines in relation to 
varying degrees of cytotoxicity and cardiotoxicity ex- 
hibited by these closely related molecules. Also solvent 
is believed to play an important role in determining the 
DNA conformation and its recognition characteristics 
(Otwinowski et al., 1988; Jochimiak, Haran & Sigler, 
1994; Gewirth & Sigler, 1995). The solvent structure is 
difficult to determine, even at atomic resolution, due to 
disorder displayed by individual water molecules. 

A good quality data set should result in the correct 
structure whichever suitably modified refinement pro- 
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tocol is used. If the solvent structure is biologically 
relevant, it ought to be well ordered. Therefore, at 
least the same first-shell water structure should consis- 
tently be found. The quality and completeness of the 
low-temperature 1.4~ data were ideal for a detailed 
comparison of different refinement programs, assessing 
the suitability of these protocols for the refinement of 
oligonucleotides by using the d(TGATCA)-nogalamycin 
complex as a test case. The four programs used were 
NUCLSQ (Westhof, Dumas & Moras, 1985), PROLSQ 
(Hendrickson & Konnert, 1981; Collaborative Computa- 
tional Project, Number 4, 1994), SHELXL93 (Sheldrick, 
1993) and X-PLOR (Brfinger, 1992a). A comparison 
is made between the dictionaries used, the restraints 
applied and the final models. The suitability and specific 
features of each program are discussed. 

In the field of DNA crystallography the most widely 
used refinement program is NUCLSQ, a restrained least- 
squares method for nucleic acids originally adapted 
from the protein-refinement program PROLSQ. As more 
DNA-protein structures are being determined, protein- 
refinement programs are adapted to accommodate 
nucleic acids. Hence, it is important to test that DNA 
structures refined using protein packages are directly 
comparable with oligonucleotide structures resulting 
from refinement using the more specific program 
NUCLSQ. 

In the d(TGATCA)-nogalamycin complex, nu- 
cleotides are labelled in the 5' to 3' direction from 
T1 to A6 for strand 1 and T7 to A12 for strand 2. The 
two nogalamycins are labelled NOG1 corresponding 
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Fig. 1. Molecular formula and nomenclature of nogalamycin 
C3~HngNOI6. The anthraquinoline chromophore comprises four 
fused rings labelled A to D. The nogalose sugar is attached to the 
only saturated ring A, and the aminoglucose sugar is fused to ring D. 

to the drug intercalated at the d(C5pA6/T7pG8) step 
and NOG2 for the drug at the d(TlpG2/CllpA12) 
step. Atomic nomenclature used for nogalamycin is 
consistent, for the chromophore, with previous work 
(Williams et al., 1990) and is given in Fig. 1. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Crystallization and data-collection 

Nogalamycin was purchased from Sigma Chemicals 
Ltd. Synthesis and purification of the hexanucleotide 
d(TGATCA) were described previously (Smith et al., 
1995). Crystals were grown in sitting drops by vapour 
diffusion from an initial solution containing 1.5 mM 
oligonucleotide, 2.7 mM nogalamycin, 5% HMD (1,6- 
hexanediol), 1 mM spermine and 17mM MgCI2 in 
pH 6.5 sodium cacodylate buffer equilibrated against 
200 lal 100% MPD. The complex crystallized in space 
group P4~2i2 with unit-cell dimensions a=b=37 .29  
and c = 71.12/~,. One single crystal was used to collect 
a complete data set to 1.4/~,, using cryocrystallographic 
techniques, at the SRS, Daresbury, station PX9.6. These 
data were collected at a wavelength of 0.898 ,t,, using 
a 30cm MAR research image plate. The crystal, of 
dimensions 0.3 x 0.2 × 0.1 mm, was transferred directly 
from the mother liquor to a cold nitrogen stream 
at a temperature of 120K, using a rayon loop. The 
mother liquor contained a sufficient amount of HMD 
to act as a suitable cryoprotectant. Three data sets with 
different crystal-to-detector distances, exposure times 
and oscillation ranges were necessary in order to measure 
all reflections within the linear response of the detector. 
Data were processed using DENZO (Otwinowski, 1991) 
and reduced using the CCP4 programs ROTAVATA 
and AGROVATA (Collaborative Computational Project, 
Number 4, 1994). The quality of the data as a function 
of resolution is presented in Table 1. 

2.2. Refinement 
The starting model for each 1.4/~ refinement was 

identical to that used for the 1.8A d(TGATCA)- 
nogalamycin structure (Smith et al., 1995), as built 
into the initial single isomorphous replacement with 
anomalous scattering (SIRAS) map. Oligonucleotide co- 
ordinates from the d(TGATCA)--epiadriamycin complex 
(Langlois d'Estaintot, Gallois, Brown & Hunter, 1992) 
were taken from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank 
(Bernstein et al., 1977) and used as a guide to manually 
build the DNA in the initial map. In a similar way, 
coordinates for nogalamycin (Acora, 1983), obtained 
from the Cambridge Structural Database (Allen, Kennard 
& Taylor, 1983), were incorporated into the initial 
model. The temperature factors of the starting model 
for the d(TGATCA)-nogalamycin NUCLSQ, PROLSQ 
and SHELXL93 refinements reported here, were those 
of the coordinates from the database. In the X-PLOR 
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Table 1. A summary of the data quality and completeness 

R = ~, 1/-  ( t ) l / G ( I ) .  
hkl hkl 

Reflections Unique Percentage 
Resolution (~,) measured reflections complete Multiplicity % / > 3a(/)  Rf~ R ...... 

4. ! 4 4388 386 85.8 10.2 07.2 0.032 0.032 
3.03 7575 644 99.1 11.3 98.5 0.033 0.033 
2.51 7717 800 ! 00.0 9.6 97.6 (I.033 0.033 
2.19 5187 916 99.7 5.5 97.8 0.030 0.033 
1.96 5742 1043 99.4 5.5 97.3 0.039 0.033 
i .80 6291 1126 99.1 5.5 92.7 0.046 0.033 
1.67 6764 1230 98.9 5.6 91.4 0.054 0.034 
1.56 7108 1300 98.2 5.6 89.4 0.071 0.034 
1.47 7467 1395 98.1 5.5 81.3 0.124 0.035 
1.40 4641 1466 78.7 4.7 80.8 0.213 0.036 

refinement, where positional parameters and B values 
are refined at separate stages, global temperature factors 
were initially estimated for base atoms (10A2), sugar 
atoms (15 A2), phosphate atoms (20 A 2) and drug atoms 
( 1 2  A2) .  

For cross-validation purposes, the entire data set (9852 
reflections) was separated into a working set containing 
90% (8867) and a reference set containing 10% of the 
reflections (984), randomly sampled throughout the res- 
olution range. Refinement against F was performed with 
the 90% working set of the 8-1.4/~ resolution data using 
F > 20.(F) (Table 2). Applying the low-resolution cut-off 
from v~ to 8 A exluded approximately 50 reflections and 
the 2or cut-off resulted in the omission of a further 200 
reflections. No a(F) cut-off was applied in SHELXL93 
as this would reduce the advantage of refining against 
F 2. In each refinement the same reference set was used 
to monitor Rfree values as a diagnostic for overfitting 
of the observations (Briinger, 1992b, 1993). Once the 
overall R and Rr~e~ values had converged, refinement was 
completed using 100% data (9852 reflections) with no 
cKF) cut-off applied. 

NUCLSQ, PROLSQ and SHELXL93 use restrained 
least-squares methods (Hendrickson & Konnert, 1981). 
X-PLOR uses simulated annealing and conformational 
search procedures to minimize a combined energy func- 
tion, consisting of an X-ray data term and an empirical 
energy term, alongside conjugate-gradient methods. 

In order to be able to compare the different restraints 
used in the programs, the overall weighting of these 
restraints has to be considered. The weighting schemes 
are quoted for each program separately in the sections 
below. 

In all of the programs covalent bond lengths, bond 
angles and chiral centres were restrained to specified 
target dictionary values. R.m.s. differences between the 
different dictionary target bond lengths were insignifi- 
cant; with an average of 0.012A. SHELXL93 has the 
added possibility to restrain values to be similar without 
having to specify a target value. This is very useful for 
oligonucleotides, as good distance restraints are available 
for the bases, but for the sugars and the phosphates it is 

preferable to assume that chemically equivalent 1,2 and 
1,3 distances are equal without specifying actual target 
values. In this way the effect of pH on the protonation 
state of the phosphates and hence the P - -O  distances 
do not need to be predicted. In all programs, planarity 
restraints for the bases and the aromatic systems of 
the nogalamycin were applied, whereas all other torsion 
angles remained unrestrained. 

In the NUCLSQ, PROLSQ and X-PLOR refinements, 
solvent positions were identified using the CCP4 peak 
search program WATPEAK. SHELXL93 automatically 
picks peaks for possible solvent atoms from difference- 
density calculations using the criteria that at least one 
hydrogen bond is made to an electronegative atom and 
that the distance to its nearest neighbour is not less 
than 2.3 dk. From these peaks, listed by WATPEAK or 
SHELXL93, solvent molecules were selected by careful 
inspection of the electron-density maps. In this proce- 
dure, the following strict criteria for the identification 
and confirmation of water sites were applied: (i) the 
density distribution around the peak in the F,,-Fc map 
had to be spherical; (ii) the peak height needed to 
be greater than 3.5 standard deviations in the initial 
stages; (iii) plausible hydrogen-bonding partners with 
reasonable geometry had to lie within 2.3 and 3.3 A; and 
(iv) an acceptable thermal parameter, i.e. less than 50 ]~2, 
had to be obtained upon subsequent refinement. If such 
water molecules were not in at least 20" 2F,,- F,. density 
after refinement, they were removed. In the later stages, 
the contour levels were reduced to 3o- for the F,,-Fc 
map and 1.25e for the 2F,,-Fc map. Only solvent sites 
which were regarded as fully occupied, were included 
in the refinement, as it is these ordered water molecules 
especially that are expected to be conserved throughout. 

In all refinement procedures water molecules were 
added in small numbers, as it was seen that adding 
large numbers created extra density for waters that were 
not necessarily correct i.e. either the 2Fo-Fc density 
was not apparent or the B values increased to > 80/~2 
on subsequent refinement, or both. As many as 20-25 
waters were included in the first addition. The number 
of solvent molecules included decreased as refinement 
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Table  2. A summary of residuals, data." parameter ratios 
and final temperature factor information ,['or the 
NUCLSQ, PROLSQ, SHELXL93 and X-PLOR 

refinements 

R~,:h, and Ro.:h,, are the respective R factors calculated using 90% data, 
(i) after positional and temperature-factor refinement be|ore the addition 
of solvent, and (ii) after positional and temperature-factor refinement 
including all possible water molecules; Ran,s, is the R value after 
anisotropic temperature-factor refinement in SHELXL93, using 90% 
data. Ra, is the final R value calculated using 100% data (9852 
reflections). Rfree is the final free R value calculated using 10% data 
(967 2crF reflections). The total number of non-H atoms includes the 
atoms of the double conformations where they apply. Min. Bcomvj¢ x. 
Max. Bc,,mvjex, Ave. Bcomple x, are the minimum, maximum and average 
temperature factors of the DNA-drug complex atoms excluding solvent; 
Ave. Bwatcr, is the average temperature factor for solvent alone. 

NUCLSQ PROLSQ SHELXL93 X-PLOR 
R~.. h (%) 30.2 31.4 29.4 31.9 
R~,:h . (%) 20.9 22.4 21.7 24. i 
Ran, s (%) - -  - -  15.6" - -  
R~t I (%) 21.2 22.8 16.0" 24.4 
Rfrcc (%) 28.1 27.4 26.9 27.0 
Rrree- .... (%) - -  - -  25.2* - -  
Rfrec-R,~.:t,w (%) 7.2 5.0 5.2 2.9 
Rfree- . . . .  -Ranis (%) - -  - -  9.6* - -  
No. waters 86 77 66 62 
Total No. non-H 438 432"I" 421t 418"I" 

atoms 
No. 90% 20(/') 8682 8679 8830 8630 

reflections 
Data:param. 5.0 5.0 5.2 5.1 

(isotropic) 
Data:param. - -  - -  2.3 - -  

(anisotropi(A2O~) 4.6 4.0 7.2 5.3 
Min. Bcomple x 
Max. Bcomple x (,~2) 49.9 30.9 62.7 

33.5 
Ave. B (,~2) 13.1 12.4 16.8 11.3 complex o 
Ave. Bwate r (A 2) 30.0 27.8 29.3 26.8 

* After anisotropic refinement, i" An extra three atoms for PROLSQ and 
SHELXL93 and an extra four atoms for X-PLOR refinement are 
included for the double conformations modelled in each case. 

p rogressed ,  until as little as one  to five were  added  
in the final stages of  re f inement .  No metal  ions were  
located in the structure.  The  cri ter ia  w h i c h  n e e d e d  to be 
fulfi l led were  that (i) an excep t iona l ly  low B value  had 
to be ob ta ined  on re f inement  and (ii) the a tom suspec ted  
as be ing  a metal  ion was  coord ina ted  to four  or more  
ne ighbou r ing  a toms at d is tances  of  < 2.7 ,~,. 

S t ructure  factors,  2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc di f fe rence-  
dens i ty  maps  were  ca lcu la ted  using the CCP4 prog rams  
SFALL, FFT and EXTEND. All maps  were  ca lcu la ted  
using all data. Examina t ion  of  the maps  was  p e r f o r m e d  
using ei ther  TURBO FRODO (Jones  & Cambi l l au ,  1989) 
on an SGI or FRODO (Jones,  1978) on an ESV.  

A s u m m a r y  of  re levant  in format ion  per ta in ing  to all 
four  re f inements  is g iven  in Table 2. 

2.2.1. NUCLSQ. The  p rog ram NUCLIN uses a dict io-  
nary of  ideal bond  lengths  and angles  and a d ic t ionary  
o f  weigh ts  and 0"'s on the restraints to set up the 

Table  3. Weights on the restraints (in bold type) used in 
the NUCLSQ and PROLSQ refinements of the 
dS'(TGA TCA)-nogalamycin complex and final r.m.s. 

deviations of their respective models 

NUCLSQ PROLSQ 
o R.m.sd ¢r R.m.sd 

Bonding distances 
Sugar/base/nog 1-2 distances @) 0.025 0.045 0.020 0.020 
Sugar/ba~/nog 1-3 distances (A) 0.050 0.075 0.040 0.050 
Phosphate I-2 distances (+) 0.025 0.075 0.020 0.023 
Phosphate 1-3 distances (A) 0.050 0.112 0.040 0.054 
Planar restraints 
Deviation from plane (,~,) 0.030 0.056 0.020 0.031 
Chiral centres 
Deviation of chiral volume (,~3) 0.100 0.175 0.150 0.129 
Non-bonded restraints 
van der Waals contacts (,~) 0.063 0.100 0.500 0.231 
Hydrogen-bonded contacts (A) 0.063 0.192 0.500 0.273 
Temperature factors 
Sugar/base/nog/bonds (42) 7.500 3 .611  2.000 2.815 
Sugar/ba~/nog/angoles (A 2) 7.500 4.452 2.500 4.134 
Phosphate bonds (A 2) 7.500 4.818 2.000 1.756 
Phosphate angles (.~2) 7.500 6.395 2.500 2.612 
Restraints against excessive shifts 
Positional parameter shifts (.A) 0.350 0.300 
Thermal parameter shifts (~2) 0.350 3.000 

s t e reochemica l  restraints for  the r e f inement  of  nuc le ic  
acids  in NUCLSQ. The  d ic t ionary  for n o g a l a m y c i n  was  
made  by ca lcu la t ing  1-2  and 1-3 d is tances  and chirai  
vo lumes  f rom the s tructure by Arora  (1983),  to w h i c h  
p lanar  groups  were  added.  In NUCLSQ there  was  also 
the possibi l i ty  o f  expl ic i t ly  res t ra in ing  sugar  pucker ing .  
The  global  we igh t  appl ied  to the s t ructure  factors  re- 
m a i n e d  at 0.01 th roughou t  re f inement .  Dis tance ,  angle ,  
planar ,  chiral  v o l u m e  and van der  Waals  restraints are 
we igh t ed  by 1/0. 2. A list o f  0.'s used dur ing  the NUCLSQ 
r e f inement  toge ther  wi th  the r.m.s, dev ia t ions  of  the final 
mode l  is g iven  in Table 3. 

Re f inemen t  o f  posi t ional  and thermal  pa ramete rs  pr ior  
to the addi t ion  o f  any solvent  resul ted  in an R va lue  
o f  30 .2% (Rfree = 37.3%).  The  re f inement  c o n v e r g e d  at 
R = 20 .9% (Rfree = 28 .1%)  for  8682 20.F ref lect ions  be- 
tween  8.0 and 1 .4A  with the inc lus ion  o f  86 solvent  
mo lecu l e s  t reated as O a toms.  R e f i n e m e n t  us ing all 9815 
ref lect ions resul ted  in a final overa l l  R = 21 .2%.  

There  was  some 1.5o 2Fo-Fc e lec t ron  dens i ty  indi- 
ca t ing ano ther  poss ible  c o n f o r m a t i o n  for the me thy l  es ter  
g roup  at C10  o f  n o g a l a m y c i n  N O G 2 ,  and even tua l ly  
also for  T7 O5 ' ,  but as NUCLSQ is not  wel l  adapted  
for  hand l ing  static d isorder ,  this was  not  a t tempted .  

2.2.2. PROLSQ. The  p r o g r a m  PROTIN uses the stan- 
dard d ic t ionary  o f  bonded  1-2 aod 1-3 dis tances ,  chiral  
vo lumes  and p lanar  groups  for  each  nuc leo t ide  c rea ted  
in QUANTA (Molecu l a r  S imula t ions ,  Bur l ing ton ,  MA) ,  
to set up the s t e reochemica l  restraints  used in PROLSQ 
ref inement .  A d ic t ionary  for  n o g a l a m y c i n  was  c rea ted  
based  on the Arora  (1983) s tructure,  in the same  w a y  
as for  NUCLSQ. 
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In PROLSQ a 'scip'  value is applied which deter- 
mines the relative weighting of the X-ray term to the 
geometry term. A 'scip' value of 0.5 was judged to be 
optimal throughout the PROLSQ refinement with respect 
to providing the lowest values of both R and Rf~e~. The 
weights on distance, planar, chiral volume, temperature- 
factor and van der Waals restraints in PROLSQ are 1~or 2. 
The values of cr used for the d(TGATCA)-nogalamycin 
refinement are given in Table 3. Most of the default 
values were maintained, except for the cr's on the 
thermal-factor restraints which were considered to be too 
stringent for the refinement and therefore were increased 
from 1.0 and 1.5/~2 to 2.0 and 2.5 A2, respectively. 

In contrast to NUCLSQ, PROLSQ allows the monitor- 
ing of Rfree after each cycle of refinement, therefore Rfre~ 
was used as an additional criterion for solvent fitting. If 
the Rfree was  seen to fluctuate throughout a set of cycles, 
it was considered to be indicative of a combination of 
correct and incorrect changes made to the model which 
had resulted in no global improvement. Inspection of 
electron-density maps allowed discrimination between 
good and bad changes. This was facilitated by carrying 
out model adjustments in small steps. The initial R 
factor converged to 31.4% and the Rfree to 36.8%, before 
the addition of water molecules. At the end of solvent 
addition, 77 waters were included in the final model. 
The R factor converged to 22.4% and the Rfr~e to 27.4%, 
using 8679 2crF reflections (90% data). Refinement was 
completed to convergence using all 9813 reflections 
which gave an R factor of 22.8%. 

A double conformation for the methyl ester group 
at C10 of NOG2 was visible in the density. On inclu- 
sion and subsequent refinement, an improvement in the 
density was observed. 

2.2.3. SHELXL93. Bond lengths and angles within 
the bases were restrained to target values as specified 
by Taylor & Kennard (1982). All other chemically 
equivalent bond lengths and angles, including glyco- 
sidic linkages and the sugar-phosphate backbone, were 
restrained by similar distance restraints which do not 
require specification of an actual target value. 

In SHELXL93, each reflection is weighted individually 
by 'w',  which depends on F,2,, ty(F,,)  2 and F~, and 
hence was updated throughout refinement. Restraints are 
weighted individually by lRr 2. o"s for both target and 
similar distance restraints were set at 0.03 A for bonds 
and 0.05 A for angles. After the first cycle in SHELXL93 
the chiral volumes of sugars and of nogalamycin were 
tabulated, and only those which deviated significantly 
from the ideal, were restrained during subsequent re- 
finement. After adding water molecules antibumping 
restraints were applied to prevent the solvent molecules 
from coming closer than 2.3 A. Regions with diffuse sol- 
vent were modelled using Babinet's principle (Langridge 
et al., 1960; Driessen et al., 1989). 

In order not to lose the gain in experimental informa- 
tion by refining against F 2 in SHELXL93 no cr cut-off 

was applied to the 8.0-1.4 A data. R indices based on 
F 2 (wR2) are larger than those based on F. Hence, 
for comparison with the other programs a conventional 
R index (R1) based on observed F values larger than 
4cr(Fo) is also quoted. After the addition of 66 water 
molecules, Rt dropped from 29.4% (wR2 =65.5%) to 
21.7% (wR2=53.73%) and R~fre~ dropped from 34.1 
to 26.9%. Subsequent to isotropic refinement, all H 
atoms were added at calculated positions and anisotropic 
refinement was performed. This yielded an Rl = 15.6% 
(wR2 =40.1%) and Rlfree = 25.2% for 8830 reflections in 
the 8.0-1.4 A resolution range. The final R~ value for all 
9813 reflections was 16.0% (wR2=40.9%). 

A double conformation for the methyl ester group of 
NOG2 (named O14B, O10B and C15B) was clearly 
present, and was already incorporated during the 
isotropic refinement. During the anisotropic refinement, 
modelling of a double conformation for the methyl ester 
group of NOG1 was also attempted, but this did not 
improve the map, neither did a double conformation 
for T7 05 ' .  Both similarity and rigid bond restraints on 
the Uij values during anisotropic refinement could not 
prevent thermal ellipsoids of some atoms from becoming 
non-positive definite. An additional restraint on the 
Uij components of all atoms to approximate isotropic 
behaviour was necessary. No additional F,,-F,. density 
was observed for possible waters after anisotropic 
temperature factor refinement in SHELXL93. 

In order to obtain estimated standard deviations on 
atomic positions, bond lengths and angles, five cycles 
of full-matrix least-squares refinement were performed. 
Each cycle involved the refinement of a block of param- 
eters. The structure was divided into three overlapping 
blocks of xyz and Uij parameters for the complex and 
a fourth block containing the same parameters for the 
water molecules. In the fifth cycle all xvz but no Uij 
values were refined. The maximum standard deviations 
on bond lengths and angles in the final model were 
0.026A for the C5 ' -O5 '  distance of T7 and 4.22 ° for 
the O1P--O2P angle of T10 in the DNA, and 0.053A 
lor the O10B-C14 distance and 7.47 ° for the C15B-C14 
angle in NOG2. 

2.2.4. X-PLOR. X-PLOR version 3.1 provides standard 
topology (tophll .dna) and parameter (paramll .dna)  
files for nucleic acids. Independent entries into both 
topology and parameter files for the drug were 
generated from nogalamycin coordinates (Arora, 1983) 
by XPLO2D (Kleywegt, 1995). The coordinates of the 
d(TGATCA)-nogalamycin complex were prepared for 
X-PLOR refinement by the addition of polar H atoms, 
which is a standard protocol in X-PLOR. The B values 
for base, sugar, phosphate and nogalamycin atoms were 
set initially at 10, 15, 20 and 12 A2 respectively. 

The overall weight 'WA" for the X-ray pseudo-energy 
term relative to the geometric energy term was de- 
termined before each run with the CHECK stage of 
X-PLOR. The individual contributions to the empirical 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the fine structural details of DNA in the d(TGATCA)-nogalamycin complex models derived from NUCLSQ, PROLSQ, 
SHELXL93 and X-PLOR refinement. (a) Dictionary and final bonded distances within the sugar-phosphate backbone of all models. (b) Distribution. 
and definition of sugar-phosphate torsion angles. Ranges typical of B-DNA are highlighted in orange. The torsion wheels were provided by 
the Nucleic Acid Database (Berman et al., 1992). 
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energy term from distance, planar, chiral volume and van 
der Waals restraints are weighted by type-based force 
constants. 

The SIRAS model was first subjected to normal 
positional refinement followed by simulated annealing, 
which reduced the R factor to 33.3% and the Rfree to 
36.6%. Simulated annealing was performed with the 
slow-cooling protocol (Brtinger, Krukowski & Erickson, 
1990) starting at an initial temperature of 3000 K and 
descending in steps of 25 K to 300 K, with 50 cycles 
of refinement performed at each step. In contrast to the 
other programs, positional parameters and temperature 
factors are refined in two separate stages. The refined 
model was refined by conjugate-gradient methods, with 
60 steps for coordinates and 15 steps for temperature 
factors in each cycle. Overall and individual B-factor 
refinement followed the simulated-annealing stage which 
yielded an R value of 31.9% and Rfree value of 35.6%. 
In the next cycles, solvent molecules were added and 

the structure was further refined using conventional 
conjugate-gradient positional and isotropic B-value re- 
finement. As in PROLSQ, the Rfree was calculated in 
each cycle and used as an additional criterion for solvent 
fitting. 62 water molecules were located in the final 
model. The overall R factor converged to 24.1% using 
8630 reflections and Rfree to 27.0%. The overall R factor 
using all 9813 data was 24.4%. 

Incorporation of double conformations for the methyl 
ester group at C10 of NOG2 and the 05  ~ of T7 in 
refinement resulted in an improvement of the density. 

The final coordinates from refinement have been 
deposited together with observed intensities in the 
Brookhaven Protein Data Bank.* 

* Atomic coordinates and observed intensities have been deposited with 
the Protein Data Bank, Brookhaven National Laboratory (References: 
224D and R224DSF). Free copies may be obtained through The Man- 
aging Editor, International Union of Crystallography, 5 Abbey Square, 
Chester CH1 2HU, England (Reference: JN0018). 
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Fig. 2 (cont.). (c) Helical parameters for the models resulting from refinement with NUCLSQ (blue), PROLSQ (green), SHELXL93 (purple) and 

X-PLOR (yellow). The values for the rotational parameters, tilt, roll and twist are given in o, those for the translational parameters shift, slide and 
rise in A. Parameters are defined according to the EMBO Cambridge Workshop (1989) convention and calculated with the program RNA 
(Babcock & Olson, 1993) using Cartesian coordinate frames. 
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Table 4. Least-squares superposition of the final dY(TGATCA)-nogalamycin models from the NUCLSQ, PROLSQ, 
SHELXL93 and X-PLOR 1.4 A refinements 

DNA, superposition of the two DNA strands. N 1, superposition of the nogalamycin intercalated between T7-G8/C5-A6. N2, superposition of the 
nogalamycin intercalated between T1-G2/CI 1-AI2. COMP, superposition of the whole dY(TGATCA)-nogalamycin complex. The superpositions 
exclude atoms in double conformations and the following atoms from the X-PLOR model (see text) P(T10), O1P(T10), O2P(T10), O2P(C11), 
C26(N13). These positions deviate from the other models by more than 1,4,. 

NUCLSQ 
R.m.s. displacement o(~,) 
Ave. displacement (A! 
Max. displacement (A) 
PROLSQ 
R.m.s. displacement (,~,) 
Ave. displacement (A) 
Max. displacement (A) 
SHELXL93 
R.m.s. displacement o(,~,) 
Ave. displacement (A) 
Max. displacement (A) 

PROLSQ SHELXL93 X-PLOR 
DNA N 1 N2 COMP DNA N 1 N2 COMP DNA N 1 N2 COMP 

0.14 0.11 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.11 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.16 0.14 
0.10 0.09 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.12 0.11 
0.81 0.46 0.48 0.82 0.79 0.28 0.59 0.79 0.60 0.48 0.59 0.60 

0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.12 
0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.09 
0.55 0.52 0.29 0.56 0.76 0.30 0.24 0.76 

0.15 0.13 0.11 0.14 
0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11 
0.79 0.56 0.25 0.78 

3. Results 

3.1. R.m.s. differences between global structures 

The root-mean-square differences between the 
NUCLSQ, PROLSQ and SHELXL93 models of the non- 
solvated complex, as calculated in the CCP4 program 
LSQKAB, are very small, varying from 0.12/~ (shelx193- 
prolsq) to 0.164/~, (shelx193-nuclsq) (Table 4). This is 
less than/equal to the upper estimate of coordinate error, 
0.1870A, as calculated by the a n method of Read 
(1986). The root-mean-square differences between the 
X-PLOR model and the other models are all higher, from 
0.203 • (x-plor-prolsq) to 0.239/~, (x-plor-nuclsq), due 
to two anomalies. One is the C26 methyl group of NOG 1 
in the X-PLOR model, which shows an orientation 
differing by 180 ° with respect to the models from the 
other refinement programs. This conformation lay in 
well defined 1.25a 2Fo-Fc density with no positive 
or negative 3a Fo-Fc density to indicate that it may 
have been misplaced. The other anomaly consists of 
the O1P and O2P atoms of residue T10 which have 
undergone 30 and 60 ° rotations, respectively, as reflected 
in the outlying c~ and /3 angles (Fig. 2b). A small 
volume of positive and negative 3a Fo-Fc density in 
the vicinity of the two non-esterified phosphate O atoms 
indicated the mobility of residue T10 phosphate. Both 
groups are in close proximity to one another and display 
high B values on refinement using all programs. The 
uncertainty in their atomic positions, is accentuated in 
the X-PLOR model where a different conformation to 
that seen in the other three models was attained during 
simulated annealing. Calculating the difference between 
such poorly defined positions does not provide relevant 
information, therefore it was decided to remove the three 
outlying atoms from all further r.m.s, calculations. With 
these exclusions, the range in r.m.s, differences between 
the X-PLOR and the other three models falls within that 

for the three programs quoted initially. The maximum 
displacements between corresponding atoms of the four 
complexes vary from 0.558 A (501P shelx193-prolsq) to 
0.815/~, (1102P prolsq-nuclsq) and are always between 
phosphate O atoms. 

In general, the r.m.s, fit between the NOG1 molecules 
is always lower than that between the complexes or 
between the DNA structures, whilst the r.m.s, fit between 
the NOG2. molecules is always higher. However, this 
is not always the case in comparisons involving the 
X-PLOR model. 

R.m.s. differences between the NUCLSQ, PROLSQ, 
SHELXL93 and X-PLOR models of the conserved sol- 
vent structure are also small, the highest being 0.296/~, 
(xplor-nuclsq). 

The four final structures of the complex are identi- 
cal within the accuracy of the structure determination 
irrespective of the program used for refinement. 

3.2. Effect of the dictionary on fine structural details 
The r.m.s, differences between the target bond lengths 

in the nucleic acid dictionaries of each program were 
negligible, typically 0.012,~,. The dictionaries for no- 
galamycin used in NUCLSQ, X-PLOR and PROLSQ 
are based on molecule A, molecule B and the mean 
of both molecules, respectively, in the asymmetric unit 
of the small-molecule structure (Arora, 1983). R.m.s. 
differences calculated between the dictionaries for no- 
galamycin used in NUCLSQ, PROLSQ and X-PLOR 
are around 0.050A, indicating that the variations in 
ideal drug distances between the programs are also 
insignificant. Similar values are found on comparing 
these dictionaries to the final model obtained from 
SHELXL93, which uses similar distance restraints to 
define nogalamycin and DNA backbone geometry. 

In Fig. 2(a) both dictionary and final bonded distances 
within the sugar-phosphate backbone are plotted for 
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each program. As expected the smallest spread in dis- 
tances is found in the model obtained from SHELXL93 
refinement, since this program restrains the backbone 
distances to be similar. It is noteworthy that without 
target restraints SHELXL93 refines bond lengths to val- 
ues similar to the dictionary distances from the other 
refinement programs, indicating the validity of the latter. 
The largest spread in final bond lengths was found for 
the NUCLSQ refinement. This could be expected, since 
the weighting of the restraints relative to the data was 
less than in the other refinements. X-PLOR restrains all 
distances between pre-specified atom types to be similar, 
for example C1~--O4 ' and C 4 ~ I O 4  ' are regarded to 
be similar, while NUCLSQ and PROLSQ target slightly 
different values for both bonds. In this respect, the 
latter programs appear to be better equipped for DNA 
refinement, since SHELXL93 reproduces the same small 
differences. The PROLSQ dictionary takes into account 
the possible protonation of one phosphate O atom and 
therefore contains a longer target bond length for the 
P---O1P than for P--O2P.  However, all P I O 1 P / O 2 P  
bonds refine to distances typical of the unprotonated 
state. 

Fig. 2(b) illustrates the distribution of backbone tor- 
sion angles. Apart from the few outlying angles, all 
four refined structures show almost an identical overall 
distribution and fall within the ranges typical of B-DNA. 
Furthermore, the different programs reflect the same 
variation of torsion angles within the individual ranges 
for each angle, which therefore provides information 
about the fine structural details of DNA. 

As expected, the glycosidic torsion angle X is well 
preserved throughout all refinement models. All X angles 
lie in the range 215-272", except four which are affected 
by drug binding. At both intercalation sites the X angles 
for the four pyrimidine bases are distorted from normal 
B-DNA geometry whereas the purine X angles are 
unaffected. In all models, a reduced X (193.8 °) for 
residues T1 and T7 is observed whereas an increased 
X (277-8°) is observed for residues C5 and C11. These 
distortions of the pyrimidine ~ angles are indicative 
of the asymmetrical changes that the DNA backbone 
undergoes to accommodate the nogalamycin molecule. 
The endocyclic b angle is also well preserved. 

Few aberrations are seen in the exocyclic torsion 
angles c~, (~ and 3'. Firstly, both of the NUCLSQ and 
PROLSQ models show one outlying 3' angle for residue 
T7 due to its position at the end of the DNA duplex. Sec- 
ondly, the X-PLOR model shows substantially deviating 
c~ and (4 angles for residue T10. In all models a bimodal 
distribution for (- is seen which is characteristic for 
B-DNA (Priv~ et al., 1987); except for residue G2, which 
falls in between the two groups in the NUCLSQ model. 
The ( value of only one residue, A9, is not consistent in 
all models, varying from -synclinal to -antiperiplanar. 
On the contrary, for c no bimodal distribution is seen 
but a similar variation from antiperiplanar to anticlinal 

Table 5. Sugar conformations and pseudorotation angles 
(P) for the NUCLSQ, PROLSQ, SHELXL93 and X-PLOR 

final models 

Pseudorotation angles were calculated using the program NEWHEL93 
distr ibut~ by R. E. Dickerson. 

Sugar NUCLSQ PROLSQ StlE1.XL93 X-PLOR 
BASE conformation P P P P 
Strand 1 

T I ( '4 '  exo 68.9 68.1 61.5 67.1 
G2 C2' exo 115.4 129.2 124.6 133.6 
A3 C2' endo 141.5 149.8 157.2 143.5 
T4 O4' endo 87.4 88.0 78.9 89.2 
C5 C2' endo 158.0 149.5 153.0 154.6 
A6 C2' endo 174.1 174.2 172.4 176.9 

Strand 2 

T7 C4' endo 230.6 230.2 250.8 234.7 
G8 C I '  exo 130.9 131.3 139.6 133.9 
A9 C I '  exo 116.1 146.6 136.8 143.7 
T I 0  04 '  endo 105.1 100.9 95.1 90.7 
CI I ( '2 '  endo 156.4 149.1 151.2 139.4 
AI2  (;2' endo 172.8 164.3 168.3 16(I.7 

is demonstrated in all refinements. This lack of bimodal 
distribution for c has previously been reported (Hahn & 
Heinemann, 1993). The inner residues of the DNA helix 
show antiperiplanar c angles. The c angle is adjusted 
from antiperiplanar (-169°), characteristic of B-DNA, 
to anticlinal for the outer residues C5, T7, C l l  and to 
a lesser extent C1. These distortions combine to result 
in an increase in base-pair separation, from 3.4 to 6.6 A, 
to accommodate the drug. 

Sugar conformations and pseudorotation angles for 
each residue are well conserved throughout all models 
(Table 5). The overall similarity in backbone and fura- 
nose puckering angles, between programs and to normal 
B-DNA demonstrates that, at this resolution, it was not 
necessary to restrain torsion angles. Thus, the values 
they adopt in the final structures provide independent 
validations of the final models. 

The helical parameters describing the relationship 
between two base pairs, as calculated with the program 
RNA (Babcock & Olson, 1993), are displayed in Fig. 
2(c). The plotted parameters are calculated using local 
Cartesian coordinate frames and are therefore not di- 
rectly comparable with those calculated with the program 
NEWHEL93 (distributed by R. E. Dickerson), which uses 
one global helix axis. The plots show almost identical 
helical parameters in all four refinement models. In all 
models the T.A base pairs above the chromophore of 
both nogalamycin molecules are buckled by 12 °, while 
the G.C base pairs below the chromophore have a larger 
buckle of approximately 25 ° in the opposite direction. 

The twist angle of the d(TlpG2) and d(C5pA6) 
intercalation-site steps is 31.4 and 34.4 °, respectively. 
The other steps have an average twist angle of 30.7 ° . 
The overall unwinding angle of the four inner base pairs 
of the DNA double helix, due to the intercalation of 
nogalamycin is different for both drug molecules, being 
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3.7 ° for NOG1 and 0.7 ° for NOG2. The terminal base 
pairs T1.A12 and A6.T7 at each end of the DNA helix 
are shifted over the short axis of the base pair towards 
the minor groove. 

This analysis of fine structural details demonstrates 
that the use of different refinement programs and their 
associated stereochemical dictionaries does not leave a 
significant imprint on the atomic coordinates of the final 
fully refined structure. 

3.3. Thermal parameters 

The mean B values for the atoms in base, sugar and 
phosphate groups of each nucleotide of d(TGATCA) 
after refinement with NUCLSQ, PROLSQ, X-PLOR and 
SHELXL93 are shown in Fig. 3. In general, B values 
from the SHELXL93 model are the highest (averaging at 
16.8/~2 for the non-solvated complex after anisotropic 
refinement) and those from the X-PLOR model the low- 
est (averaging at 11.3/~2 for the non-solvated complex). 
In particular, in SHELXL93 B values of both phosphate 
O atoms of residue T10 (60.4 and 53.0/12) and methyl 
group C26 of NOG1 (31.4/~ 2) are allowed to expand 
to higher values compared to the other programs, which 
restrain them tightly (phosphate O atoms from 30 to 
35/~2 and C26 from 17 to 20/~2). 

In general, the largest difference in temperature fac- 
tors is observed not between the models from the dif- 
ferent programs, but between the two strands of the 
DNA helix in each model. The second strand always 
has significantly higher B values (+5/~2) than the first 
strand. The same is seen for the nogalamycin molecules. 
The aminoglucose and the nogalose moiety of NOG2 
are situated closer to the second strand than to the first 
strand, and hence show higher B values than the same 
groups in NOG1, which is slightly shifted towards the 
first strand. 

The higher B values at the second strand site can be 
explained by the crystal packing of the complexes, as 
shown in Fig. 4. The sugar of nucleotide T7 shows in 
all four models an increased mean B value compared to 
the other sugars. This is due to its position at the end 
of the DNA duplex. 

Temperature factors of the waters range from ca 9 t~, 2 
to ca 50/~2 and average at ca 28/~2 in all four models. 

3.4. Static disorder 

The distinct double conformation of the methyl ester 
group at C10 in NOG2, has been modelled in three. 
of the four programs. In PROLSQ the occupancies 
of the disordered groups were fixed at 0.5 and not 
refined. In X-PLOR occupancies of the disordered group 
were refined, although their sum was not constrained 
to unity. SHELXL93 is especially well equipped for 
realistic refinement of a statically disordered group, by 
constraining the sum of the occupancy factors to be unity 
and restraining chemically equivalent distances to be 
equal to each other. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 4. Orthogonal views (a) along the ab diagonal and (b) along the c 
axis, representing the crystal packing of the d(TGATCA)-nogalamycin 
complex. Segments of the complex are represented in the following 
colours: strand 1 (T1.A6) (pink), strand 2 (T7.A12) (red), NOG1 
(green) and NOG2 (yellow). It can be seen from (a) that the central 
part of strand 2, (residues A9, T10 and C11), is more open to the local 
widened solvent channel and has few stabilizing interactions with 
the neighbouring complexes. (b) clearly indicates the unfavourable 
contact made by the phosphate groups of residue G8 of strands 2 of 
neighbouring complexes. Both factors may account for the higher B 
values of strand 2 and NOG2. 
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Both, the SHELXL93 and to a lesser extent the 
X-PLOR model, revealed the same predominant con- 
formation with respective occupancies of 0.67 and 
0.53. This conformation is the one found in all other 
DNA-nogalamycin structures. The minor conformation 
refined to occupancies of 0.33 and 0.42 for SHELXL93 
and X-PLOR, respectively. 

The presence of double conformations was most 
clearly revealed in the SHELXL93 model. In NUCLSQ 
a double conformation was the least obvious and was 
not modelled. A double conformation for T7 05 '  was 
modelled in the X-PLOR refinement only. The new 
conformation refined to an occupancy of 0.56, while 
surprisingly the conformation in common with that 
found in all other models refined to a slightly lower 
occupancy of 0.42. Insertion of this double conformation 
was also tried in PROLSQ and SHELXL93 without 
improvement of the model. 

Of the 38 first-shell waters, 12 are located in the 
minor groove, 18 in the major groove and eight are 
hydrogen bonded to phosphate groups. Hence, the ma- 
jority comprises a well ordered hydration pattern in 
both grooves, while the few remaining interact with 
the backbone. Only one conserved backbone water is 
bonded to a second-strand phosphate; in contrast, all 
except one of the first-strand phosphates are hydrated 
in all refinements. The second hydration shell contains 
14 conserved waters, six in the minor groove and eight 
in the major groove. This is approximately half of 
the total amount of second-shell waters found in all 
models, except the X-PLOR model where only one extra 
second-shell water is found. Even one third-shell water 
is conserved. 

As many as 69 water molecules are found to be 
conserved between the NUCLSQ and PROLSQ final 
models. 

3.5. Hydration of DNA 
Since solvent is believed to play an important role 

in determining the DNA conformation and its recogni- 
tion characteristics, hydration patterns around crystalline 
DNA molecules have received much attention (Saenger, 
Hunter & Kennard, 1986; Kopka, Fratini, Drew & Dick- 
erson, 1983). If the solvent structure is that critical for 
recognition and specificity, at least the same first-shell 
water molecules should be found, whichever refinement 
protocol is used. 

Comparison of the solvent structure of the final mod- 
els from NUCLSQ, PROLSQ, SHELXL93 and X-PLOR 
resulted in 53 solvent sites which were conserved in 
all four models. As a criterion for being conserved a 
maximum distance of 0.8 A between two O atoms from 
different refinements was applied (Hahn & Heinemann, 
1993). The total amount of conserved solvent molecules 
ranges from 82% of the total (62) in X-PLOR to 59% 
of the total (86) in NUCLSQ. This is significantly 
more than was found in a previous 8-1.7,~ study at 
room temperature (Hahn & Heinemann, 1993). Amongst 
the 53 conserved solvent sites, 38 are first-shell water 
molecules. In addition four first-shell waters are partially 
conserved, i.e. in three of the four final models. In two 
of the four final models, five other first-shell waters 
are conserved. Only four first-shell waters are uniquely 
found with one of the refinement programs. Thus, the 
first-shell hydration sphere around the DNA-drug com- 
plex is determined with satisfactory reliability whichever 
refinement program is used. 

Not the position, but rather the number of first-shell 
waters differs in the different refinement models, in 
SHELXL93 the fewest are located and in NUCLSQ the 
most. Apart from the previously mentioned 38 sites, 
in the SHELXL93 model only three partially conserved 
first-shell waters could be located, whereas in the 
NUCLSQ model there were 12. 

3.6. Hydration of nogalamycin by conserved waters 
In terms of DNA recognition, the nature of the non- 

covalent interactions between DNA, intercalator and 
solvent are important. Hence, stable interactions should 
be conserved in all four programs. 

The hydration patterns of both nogalamycin molecules 
are illustrated in Fig. 5. NOG1 is surrounded by seven 
conserved first-shell water molecules and NOG2 in a 
similar way by six. In both nogalamycins a water mole- 
cule is bound to atoms N1 and O16 of the aminoglucose 
moiety and to the O1' and 03 '  atoms of the nogalose 
sugar. In NOG1 the hydroxyl substituent 0 9  on ring A 
forms two hydrogen bonds with two conserved water 
molecules, while in NOG2 there is only one conserved 
water bound. The hydration of O12 on the chromophore 
of NOG2 is not observed at O12 of NOG1 where the 
T7 05 '  is folded back in towards the helix forming a 
direct hydrogen bond in place of a water molecule. 

In addition, weak hydrogen bonds between conserved 
waters and both 0 4  (3.44, 3.39,~) are seen in NOG1 
and NOG2, respectively. Further stabilization of no- 
galamycin by van der Waals contacts is observed [e.g. 
the contact between a conserved water and O14 (3.52, 
3.68~)].  Distances quoted in this and the following 
section are ave?aged over the four final models. 

3.7. Interactions of nogalamycin with DNA 
Considering the DNA-drug interactions (illustrated 

in Fig. 5), only one strong direct hydrogen bond be- 
tween the N7 of the intercalation-site guanine and O15 
of nogalamycin is observed in the major groove. In 
addition, in both molecules a direct weak interaction 
is seen in the minor groove, between the 07  glyco- 
syl linkage of NOG2/NOG1 and N2 of G2 (3.38/~,) 
and N2 of G8 (3.39 ~), respectively. Both strong and 
weak interactions are consistent with previously reported 
nogalamycin-DNA structures (Liaw et al., 1989; Gao, 
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Liaw,  Rob inson  & Wang,  1990; Wi l l i ams  et al.,  1990; 
Egli,  Wi l l iams ,  F reder ick  & Rich,  1991)• 

The number of indirect interactions with DNA is 
larger• In the major groove, both nogalamycins inter- 
act with the base pair adjacent to the intercalation 
site through a conserved water-mediated hydrogen bond 
f rom N 1 to 0 4  of  t hymine  (T4/T10).  A h y d r o g e n  bond,  
mediated by three conserved waters, to N7 of ade- 
nine (A3/A9) provides an extra stabilization of the 
nogalamycin N1 atoms. NOG2 makes an additional 
wate r -med ia t ed  h y d r o g e n  bond f rom 0 4  to N7(A12)  
of the intercalation site in the major groove, while 
NOG 1 makes an additional one from O15 to a phosphate 
O atom of  a symmet ry - r e l a t ed  G2 residue.  The  latter 
interaction is a consequence of the crystal packing and 

provides  supp lemen ta ry  s tabi l izat ion of  the aminog lu -  
cose  moie ty  of  N O G 1 ,  wh ich  is not seen for N O G 2 .  
Both nogalamycins form a hydrogen bond mediated by 
two conserved water molecules from O16 to N4 of 
cytosine (C5/Cl l ) ,  which is stabilized by a van der 
Waals interaction between the drug O16 and N4 of 
C 5 / C l l  (3.58, 3.41/~,). 

In the minor groove, a conserved water-mediated 
h y d r o g e n  bond  is seen f rom O1'  o f  n o g a l a m y c i n  to 
03 '  of the intercalation-site adenine (A6/A12). The O1' 
is fur ther  s tabi l ized by a h y d r o g e n  bond,  med ia t ed  by 
two conserved waters, to N3 of adenine (A6/A12). In 
NOG1, atom 0 9  on ring A is connected by a hydro- 
gen bond,  med ia t ed  by three conse rved  waters ,  to the 
N3 atom of A6. As an effect of packing, the same 
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Fig. 5. Two-dimensional schematic 
diagrams illustrating the hy- 
dration patterns and the di- 
rect interactions to DNA for 
both nogalamycin molecules, 
NOGI and NOG2, in the 
d(TGATCA)-nogalamycin com- 
plex. The N7 of guanine, which 
makes a strong interaction to 
O15 of the drug, is outlined in a 
bold rectangle. Normal hydrogen 
bonds (2.6-3.3/~) are shown 
in dashed lines (---), whilst 
~ e a k  i n t e r a c t i o n s  (3.3-3.4/~,) 
are represented as dotted lines 
( . . .  ). The DNA atoms which 
may be acceptors or donors in 
the hydrogen-bonded network 
are outlined in rectangular 
shapes if they are intramolecular 
a n d  in oval shapes if they are 
from a neighbouring molecule. 
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atom 0 9  forms other long-distance solvent interactions 
with both the NOG1 aminoglucose and the DNA of a 
symmetry-related complex. Again these interactions are 
not observed for NOG2. 

Stacking interactions between the anthracycline chro- 
mophore and the intercalation-site base pairs stabilize the 
complex. Also the parallel orientation of the carbonyl 
02  of cytosine (C5/C11) and the carbonyl 05  of the 
drug chromophore (3.34/3.25 A,) contributes slightly to 
these 7r-Tr interactions. The 02  atom of thymine (T1/T7) 
affects the orientation of the methyl ester group at C14 
by long-range repulsion of the O14 atom in both NOG2 
(3.31 A) and NOG1 (3.58A,). 

Thus, although both drug molecules show similar 
hydration and DNA-interaction patterns, in this crystal 
structure NOG1 is more stabilized by solvent-mediated 
interactions with symmetry-equivalent atoms than 
NOG2 as a consequence of packing. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Factors influencing the refinement 
This work presents the comparison of the final models 

obtained using a single 1.4 A, low-temperature data set in 
four independent refinement programs. The data set is of 
high quality with respect to completeness, multiplicity, 
%1> 3o(1) and Rmerge statistics (Table 1). Ambiguities 
and differences between refinements could not then be 
attributable to any reason pertaining to the data. There- 
fore, in this comparison the only cause of differences 
in the final models stem from either the refinement 
methodologies or strategies. 

4.1.1. Refinement methodologies of the programs. 
Differences exist in the ways various programs minimize 
the difference between observed and calculated structure 
factors and minimize the deviations from a set of ideal 
geometric criteria. NUCLSQ, PROLSQ and SHELXL93 
all use conjugate-gradient least-squares methods which 
could fall into local minima. To overcome this 
problem, X-PLOR minimizes an energy function by 
simulated-annealing conjugate-gradient methods and 
conformational-search procedures. Monitoring only the 
conventional R factor in least-squares refinement will 
not reveal the overfitting of the observations. It was also 
found that even if the value of Rfree at the end of a set 
of cycles was less than that at the end of the previous 
set but fluctuated within the set, this did not necessarily 
mean that the model was totally correct. Therefore, 
the Rfree value was calculated after every cycle as an 
independent diagnostic for overfitting of the density in 
the PROLSQ and X-PLOR refinements. By comparison 
in SHELXL93 it is only practically possible to monitor 
Rfree at the end of a set of cycles as opposed to PROLSQ 
and X-PLOR. NUCLSQ is not adapted for the sensible 
inclusion of an Rfree calculation. It is not surprising that 
with the latter program, where the Rfree has not been used 

as a criterion in refinement, the largest number of waters 
were located. A better agreement between R and Rfree 
from the X-PLOR refinement in comparison to the other 
refinements is attributed to the fact that only in X-PLOR 
are the working and test sets scaled independently. 

Convergence was achieved by using a combination of 
empirically optimized weighting schemes and restraints 
which are different for each program. It is, therefore, 
difficult to assess the individual contributions from the 
various parameters within each refinement. NUCLSQ, 
PROLSQ and X-PLOR use dictionary values to restrain 
geometry. SHELXL93, the only program using similar 
distance restraints instead of imposing target values for 
the sugar-phosphate backbone, gives final bond lengths 
comparable to those from the other three refinements, 
indicating the validity of the dictionaries of the latter 
(Fig. 2a). Although the thermal-parameter restraints were 
tighter for PROLSQ than for NUCLSQ, the average B 
values of the two complexes are similar. SHELXL93 
refinement, where isotropic temperature factors were not 
restrained, resulted in the highest average B values of the 
four models. X-PLOR refinement resulted in the lowest 
temperature factors, where the default values restrain B 
more tightly (Fig. 3). 

It appears that using this high-quality 8.0-1.4 A, data 
set neither the dictionary nor the refinement program 
used leave an imprint on the final fully refined complex. 

4.1.2. Refinement strategies. As the initial model was 
identical, all refinements were subject to the same coor- 
dinate bias. In addition, every effort was made to adopt 
the same strategy for each refinement. 

The inclusion of double conformations and solvent 
molecules are the steps of refinement most open to sub- 
jective interpretation. A set of strict water-selection crite- 
ria were adhered to at all times and double conformations 
were only included when a definite improvement in local 
map quality was obtained on subsequent refinement. 
After water fitting was complete in all refinements the 
Fo- Fc density maps contained negligible density which 
has not been accounted for (e.g. maximum 0.45 e/~-3 and 
minimum -0.34 e A, 3 in SHELXL93). 

H atoms were not included in NUCLSQ and PROLSQ 
refinement. In X-PLOR positions of polar H atoms were 
generated as their inclusion was necessary to calculate 
the appropriate empirical energy term. In SHELXL93 
all H atoms were added to the model at calculated po- 
sitions before anisotropic temperature-factor refinement 
was performed. Their positions remained unrefined, but 
they were allowed to 'ride' with the atoms to which 
they were attached. However, the coordinates of the non- 
H atoms in all final models were essentially the same 
irrespective of the addition of H atoms. 

In NUCLSQ and PROLSQ only isotropic temperature 
factor refinement was performed. In SHELXL93 refine- 
ment, restraining anisotropic displacement parameters of 
bonded or neighbouring atoms to be equal did not appear 
to be strong enough to prevent numerous splittings and 
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thermal ellipsoids of a large number of atoms becoming 
non positive definite. Therefore, the Uij components were 
restrained to have approximate isotropic behaviour. 

4.2. Structural comparison 
The four final models for the d(TGATCA)-nogala- 

mycin complex, using either NUCLSQ, PROLSQ, 
SHELXL93 or X-PLOR, are identical within the 
discrepancy of the observed and calculated structure 
factors, 0 .20A as calculated by the Luzzati method 
(Luzzati, 1952) and 0.17,~ by the era method (Read, 
1986). 

An analysis of backbone torsion angles and sugar 
puckering shows that the different programs reflect the 
same variation of angles within their individual ranges 
(Fig. 2b and Table 5). Furthermore, helical parameters 
describing the geometry of base pairs and their position 
relative to the neighbouring base pairs, are preserved 
very well in the different refinement models (Fig. 2c). 
This high degree of reproducibility throughout all re- 
finements allowed us to discuss conformational details 
derived from the final crystal structures. 

Asymmetric variations in backbone geometry and 
sugar pucker are caused by intercalation of nogalamycin. 
The bases of residue T1/'r7 and C l l / C 5  adopt al- 
tered glycosidic torsion angles to accommodate the no- 
galamycin molecules, while A6/A12 and G2/G8 remain 
unaffected. The values of the exocyclic torsion angle ~ 
show a bimodal distribution typical of B-DNA. This is 
not seen for c, which displays values from antiperiplanar 
for the inner residues of the helix to anticlinal for the 
terminal residues. These distortions combine to result in 
the separation of adjacent bases from 3.4 to 6.5 ~. The 
intercalation of nogalamycin causes an overall unwind- 
ing of 3.7 ° per NOG1 molecule and 0.7 ° per NOG2. 

As a consequence of crystal packing, throughout all 
final models a higher B value was observed for the 
second strand as well as for NOG2 which is slightly 
shifted towards this strand. 

Although different numbers of water molecules 
are found in the four different refinement mod- 
els (NUCLSQ = 86, PROLSQ = 77, SHELXL = 66 and 
X-PLOR=62), the majority of them, 53, are located 
in the same positions. The first-shell hydration sphere 
around the DNA-drug complex is relatively well 
conserved. The number of conserved first-shell waters, 
38, represents almost all first-shell waters found in the 
SHELXL93 refinement, but only 3/4 of the total found 
in the NUCLSQ refinement. 

4.3. Comparison with previously reported nogalamycin 
-DNA structures 

The decrease in thermal disorder on collecting low- 
temperature data has enabled double conformations to 
be seen in this complex structure which were previously 
unseen in the room-temperature refinement. 

In general, in both the 1.4 and 1.8 ~ (Smith et al., 
1995) structures similar conformational parameters and 
a similar solvation pattern around the nogalamycin were 
seen. However, the 1.4 A structure revealed more clearly 
the long-range DNA-drug interactions. The difference 
between the temperature factors of the two strands, as 
observed in the 1.4 A structure, was less pronounced in 
the 1.8,~ structure. 

A number of DNA-nogalamycin interactions are 
conserved when comparing this structure with previously 
reported structures of the drug intercalated in the 
sequences d[CGT(pS)ACG] and d[msCGT(pS)AmsCG] 
(Liaw et al., 1989; Gao et al., 1990; Williams et al., 
1990; Egli et al., 1991). The strong hydrogen bond 
between the O15 atom of the drug and the N7 of guanine 
observed in this structure, was also seen, not only in the 
1.8 ~ refinement but also in the d[CGT(pS)ACG] and 
d[mSCGT(pS)AmSCG]-nogalamycin complexes. Some 
water mediated interactions present in both 1.4 and 1.8 
structures are also conserved when the drug is bound to 
a different sequence. Notably, the 0 4  atom of T4/T10 in 
this structure, which makes a water-mediated hydrogen. 
bond to the N1 atom of nogalamycin, is replaced by 
N6 of A4/A10 in the previous DNA-nogalamycin 
complexes. The stabilizing van der Waals interaction 
between O16 of the drug and N4 of C5 /Cl l  is also 
preserved in all structures. 

In the minor groove, the weak interaction between the 
glycosidic 07  and N2 of the intercalation-site guanine 
is also present in all DNA-nogalamycin structures. 

Certain water-mediated interactions are not conserved, 
for example, the water-mediated stabilizing hydrogen 
bonds between the O1 ~ of the drug and both 03 '  and 
N3 of the intercalation-site adenine (A6/A12). 

4.4. Suitability of the programs 
From the point of view of the suitability of the 

different programs, NUCLSQ and PROLSQ are the most 
closely related and perform, in general, equally well. 
Each program has its own advantages. In NUCLSQ, 
the most widely used nucleic acid refinement package, 
different weighting of the phosphate sugar and base 
bonds is allowed according to the increased flexibility of 
the DNA backbone with respect to the bases. However, 
in this refinement, application of looser restraints to the 
phosphates resulted in bad geometry. The program is less 
adapted for the incorporation of multiple conformations. 
In PROLSQ, all nucleic acid bonds and angles are 
weighted equivalently. Multiple conformations are easily 
incorporated but the occupancy refinement is not trivial. 
In the X-PLOR package atom types are used to define 
the restraints used. In some cases the atom types may 
be too general, refining bonds to be the same when 
chemically they are not identical. X-PLOR refinement 
is better than PROLSQ with respect to including double 
conformations as occupancies are refined but they are 
not constrained to add up to one. It is the only program 
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which gives an altered orientation for the C26 methyl 
group of nogalamycin NOG1. The SHELXL93 program 
includes all of the necessary requirements for a high- 
resolution nucleic acid refinement. The differing bond 
types in the DNA backbone and bases are weighted 
accordingly. Refinement is performed against F 2, with 
no c~ cut-off. In this way more experimental information 
is incorporated, thus improving the data:parameter ratio. 
The maximized data:parameter ratio allowed restrained 
anisotropic temperature-factor refinement and may be the 
reason why SHELXL93 revealed much more clearly than 
the other refinement programs the presence of a double 
conformation.  The program is well equipped for realistic 
refinement of a disordered group, by constraining the 
sum of the occupancy factors to be unity. It also has 
the advantage of  combining different restraints so as to 
make the most appropriate use of  available dictionaries. 
Where good distance restraints are available, i.e. for the 
bases, dictionary distances were used. For the sugars and 
the phosphates, where bond distances are not so well 
defined, it is better to assume that chemically equivalent 
1,2 and 1,3 distances are equal without the need to spec- 
ify target values. Therefore, the use of  similar distance 
restraints for DNA refinement was advantageous. 

This study indicates that the protein-refinement pack- 
ages PROLSQ and X-PLOR, as well as the small- 
molecule refinement program SHELXL93,  result in the 
same model as found using NUCLSQ, although they are 
not all as easily adaptable for sensible high-resolution 
DNA refinement. Hence, results of  structure refinements 
of  the DNA in DNA-prote in  complexes may directly 
be compared with earlier oligonucleotide crystal struc- 
tures refined using program packages typical for the 
refinement of nucleic acids. 
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